Fat falcon

The Maltese Falcon is a American film noir directed and scripted by John Huston [3] in his
directorial debut, based on the novel of the same name by Dashiell Hammett. Gladys George ,
Peter Lorre and Sydney Greenstreet co-star, with the last appearing in his film debut. The story
follows a San Francisco private detective and his dealings with three unscrupulous
adventurers, all of whom are competing to obtain a jewel-encrusted falcon statuette. Considered
one of the greatest films of all time , [7] it was one of the first 25 films selected by the Library of
Congress to be included in the National Film Registry for being "culturally, historically, or
aesthetically significant". She claims to be looking for her missing sister, who is involved with a
man named Floyd Thursby. Archer agrees to follow her that night and help get her sister back.
Spade is awakened by a phone call early in the morning and the police inform him that Archer
has been killed. He meets his friend, Police Detective Tom Polhaus, at the murder scene and
then tries calling his client at her hotel, but she has checked out. Back at his apartment, he is
grilled by Polhaus and Lieutenant Dundy, who tell him that Thursby was also murdered the
same evening. Dundy suggests that Spade had the opportunity and motive to kill Thursby, who
likely killed Archer. Archer's widow Iva later visits him in his office, believing that Spade shot
his partner so he could have her. Later that morning, Spade meets his client, now calling herself
Brigid O'Shaughnessy. She explains that Thursby was her partner and probably killed Archer,
but claims to have no idea who killed Thursby. Spade distrusts her, but agrees to investigate
the murders. Spade knocks Cairo out and goes through his belongings. When Cairo comes
round, he hires Spade. Later that evening, Spade tells O'Shaughnessy about Cairo. When Cairo
shows up, it becomes clear that Spade's acquaintances know each other. In the morning, Spade
goes to Cairo's hotel, where he spots Wilmer, a young man who had been following him earlier,
and gives Wilmer a message for his boss, Kasper Gutman. When Spade goes to meet Gutman,
alias the "Fat Man", in his hotel suite, Gutman will only talk about the Black Falcon evasively, so
Spade pretends to throw a temper tantrum and storms out. Later, Wilmer takes Spade at
gunpoint to see Gutman. Spade overpowers him, but meets Gutman anyway. After Spade
passes out because his drink is spiked, Wilmer and Cairo come in from another room and leave
with Gutman. On coming round, Spade searches the suite and finds a newspaper with the
arrival time of the freighter La Paloma circled. He goes to the dock, only to find the ship on fire.
Later, the ship's captain, Jacobi, shot several times, staggers into Spade's office before dying.
The bundle he was clutching contains the Maltese Falcon. O'Shaughnessy calls the office, gives
an address, then screams before the line goes dead. Spade stashes the package at the bus
terminal, then goes to the address, which turns out to be an empty lot. Spade returns home and
finds O'Shaughnessy hiding in a doorway. He takes her inside and finds Gutman, Cairo, and
Wilmer waiting for him, guns drawn. After some intense negotiation, Gutman and Cairo agree
and Wilmer is knocked out and disarmed. Just after dawn, Spade calls his secretary, Effie
Perine, to bring him the bundle. However, when Gutman inspects the statuette, he finds it is a
fake and Wilmer escapes during the tumult. Recovering his composure, Gutman invites Cairo to
return with him to Istanbul to continue their quest. After they leave, Spade calls the police and
tells them where to pick up the pair. Spade then angrily confronts O'Shaughnessy, telling her he
knows she killed Archer to implicate Thursby, her unwanted accomplice. She confesses, but
begs Spade not to turn her over to the police. Despite his feelings for her, Spade gives
O'Shaughnessy up. Hammett once worked as a private detective for the Pinkerton Detective
Agency in San Francisco, and he used his birth name "Samuel" for the story's protagonist. He
wrote of the book's main character in Spade has no original. He is a dream man in the sense
that he is what most of the private detectives I worked with would like to have been, and, in their
cockier moments, thought they approached. Other characters in The Maltese Falcon were based
on people whom he met or worked with during that time. It was first filmed the next year and for
a second time as Satan Met a Lady in but rewritten as a light comedy with many elements of the
story changed. Bogart was not the first choice to play Sam Spade. Producer Hal B. Wallis
initially offered the role to George Raft , who rejected it because he did not want to work with an
inexperienced director, choosing instead to make Manpower with director Raoul Walsh and
co-starring Edward G. Robinson and Marlene Dietrich. This was one of several roles Raft turned
down in movies which ended up being classics. Huston was grateful that Bogart had quickly
accepted the role, and the film helped to consolidate their lifelong friendship and set the stage
for collaboration on other films. Bogart's convincing interpretation became the archetype for a
private detective in the film noir genre, providing him acclaim and solidifying his onscreen
persona. Ingrid Bergman watched Maltese Falcon over and over again while preparing for
Casablanca in order to learn how to interact and act with Bogart. The character of sinister "Fat
Man" Kasper Gutman was based on Maundy Gregory , an overweight British
detective-entrepreneur who was involved in many sophisticated endeavors and capers,
including a search for a long-lost treasure like the jeweled Falcon. Greenstreet was 61 years old

and weighed between and pounds, and he impressed Huston with his sheer size, distinctive
abrasive laugh, bulbous eyes, and manner of speaking. During his preparation for The Maltese
Falcon , his directorial debut, John Huston planned each second of the film to the last detail,
tailoring the screenplay with instructions to himself for a shot-for-shot setup, with sketches for
every scene, so filming could proceed fluently and professionally. Such was the extent and
efficacy of his preparation of the script that almost no line of dialogue was eliminated in the
final edit of the film. The shooting went so smoothly that there was actually extra time for the
cast to enjoy themselves; Huston brought Bogart, Astor, Bond, Lorre and others to the Lakeside
Golf Club near the Warner lot to relax in the pool, dine, drink and talk until midnight about
anything other than the film they were working on. Huston used much of the dialogue from the
original novel. The only major section of the novel which wasn't used at all in the film is the
story of a man named "Flitcraft", which Spade tells to Brigid while waiting in his apartment for
Cairo to arrive. Huston was also warned not to show excessive drinking. The director fought the
latter, on the grounds that Spade was a man who put away a half bottle of hard liquor a day and
showing him completely abstaining from alcohol would mean seriously falsifying his character.
Director of Photography Arthur Edeson used low-key lighting and arresting angles to
emphasize the nature of the characters and their actions, such as the scene where Gutman
explains the history of the Falcon to Spade, drawing out his story so that the knockout drops in
Spade's drink will take effect. It was an incredible camera setup. We rehearsed two days. The
camera followed Greenstreet and Bogart from one room into another, then down a long hallway
and finally into a living room; there the camera moved up and down in what is referred to as a
boom-up and boom-down shot, then panned from left to right and back to Bogart's drunken
face; the next pan shot was to Greenstreet's massive stomach from Bogart's point of view. Fred
Sexton , an American artist, sculpted the Maltese Falcon statuette prop for the film. It is
modeled after a hawk perched on a rock and is encrusted with red garnets, amethysts,
emeralds, and sapphires. It is currently owned by the Cavendish family [26] and is part of the
collection at Chatsworth House. Several Studio chief Jack L. Following a preview in September ,
Variety called it "one of the best examples of actionful and suspenseful melodramatic story
telling in cinematic form":. Unfolding a most intriguing and entertaining murder mystery, picture
displays outstanding excellence in writing, direction, acting and editingâ€”combining in overall
as a prize package of entertainment for widest audience appeal. Due for hefty grosses in all
runs, it's textured with ingredients presaging numerous holdovers in the keysâ€”and strong
word-of-mouth will make the b. Upon its release, Bosley Crowther described it as "the best
mystery thriller of the year", saying "young Mr. Huston gives promise of becoming one of the
smartest directors in the field"; according to Crowther, "the trick which Mr. Huston has pulled is
a combination of American ruggedness with the suavity of the English crime schoolâ€”a blend
of mind and muscleâ€”plus a slight touch of pathos". In its review of the "beautifully made"
production, the paper asserted: "John Huston's direction of his own screenplay is as brilliant as
any of the jewels which are alleged to encrust the falcon whose possession is the crux of the
story". The site's critics consensus reads: "Suspenseful, labyrinthine, and brilliantly cast, The
Maltese Falcon is one of the most influential noirsâ€”as well as a showcase for Humphrey
Bogart at his finest. According to Warner Bros. As a result of the film's success, Warner Bros.
However, due to Huston's high demand as a director and unavailability of the major cast
members, the sequel was never made. In , The Maltese Falcon was selected for preservation in
the United States National Film Registry by the Library of Congress as being "culturally,
historically, or aesthetically significant", going in the first year of voting. American Film Institute
recognition. Adolph Deutsch wrote the score for the film. This radio segment was originally
released on September 20, , and was played again on July 3, From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Theatrical release poster. Release date. Running time. In the Knight Templars [
sic ] of Malta, paid tribute to Charles V of Spain, by sending him a Golden Falcon encrusted
from beak to claw with rarest jewelsâ€”but pirates seized the galley carrying this priceless
token and the fate of the Maltese Falcon remains a mystery to this day â€”. From the trailer:.
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Falcon film. After a bit of deliberation, I figured that it would probably be best not to rent the
chalet this year. As usual, it will take place the first Saturday after August long weekend: August
Registration link is here. Investigations into renting the chalet are ongoing. We will once again
have access to the chalet. This means flushable bathrooms, and hot showers. Donations
welcome! So the route this year will be mostly unchanged. Falcon Fatass will be returning in !
The date, as always, will be the first Saturday after the August long weekend. That is, August
The chalet rental was a success last year, even if few people took advantage of the showers, I
believe the bathrooms were a welcome luxury. A new route will be tried out. The change will be
a simpler return to the parking lot as many people got turned around. Expect to run the Top of
the World trail in the opposite direction or not at all , and a small foray onto the Trans Canada
Trail. The loop will be longer. Registration is open until August 1. Sorry for the long delay. I have
no real excuse other than sheer laziness and lack of motivation. Nonetheless, the results for the
Falcon Fatass have been uploaded to Ultrasignup. I would like to thank everybody who made
the Falcon Fatass a success. Thanks to your donations, we broke even for the chalet. What
does this mean to you? There will be bathrooms and showers available at the start line. In the
event of inclement weather, we will be able to take shelter inside. If you can find a bit of spare
change to donate for the chalet rental, it would be greatly appreciated. Once again, we will be
mostly following the Five Of Diamonds trail. There are only three places where we will deviate
mostly to get extra mileage out of each loop. Each time we deviate, it will be a left-hand turn. I
recommend the ramp. This one is much more noticeable, and leads into the biathlon range and
towards the outhouses. You will probably get one foot wet on the approach to the bridge. One
last thing to note: There will be far fewer flags out on the course than last year. The main trail is
much better marked now than it was in the past. All key turns will have extra flagging. The date
for is official: August Registration is now open at Ultrasignup. The course is going to mostly be
the same as last year. The only things that might change are the hard left turn at Wild Willy
which many runners missed I blame the guy who marked the course , and the biathlon shooting
range. There will be updates well before the run date. The tentative date is Saturday, August
Search for:. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more,
including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. Add your thoughts here Email
Required Name Required Website. Peregrine falcon , Falco peregrinus , also called duck hawk ,
the most widely distributed species of bird of prey , with breeding populations on every
continent except Antarctica and many oceanic islands. Sixteen subspecies are recognized.
Coloration is a bluish gray above, with black bars on the white to yellowish white underparts.
Adult peregrines range from about 36 to 49 cm Strong and fast, they hunt by flying high and
then diving at their prey. Attaining tremendous speeds of more than km miles per hour, they
strike with clenched talons and kill by impact. Their prey includes ducks and a wide variety of
songbirds and shorebirds. Peregrines inhabit rocky open country near water where birds are
plentiful. The usual nest is a mere scrape on a ledge high on a cliff , but a few populations use
city skyscrapers or tree nests built by other bird species. The clutch is three or four reddish
brown eggs, and incubation lasts about a month. The young fledge in five to six weeks. Captive
peregrine falcons have long been used in the sport of falconry. After World War II the peregrine
falcon suffered a precipitous population decline throughout most of its global range. In most
regions, including North America , the chief cause of the decline was traced to the pesticide
DDT , which the birds had obtained from their avian prey. In the British Isles , direct mortality
from another pesticide, dieldrin , was the most important cause of the decline. Following the
banning or great reduction in the use of most organochlorine pesticides, populations have
rebounded in virtually every part of the world and now exceed historical levels in many regions.
The American peregrine falcon F. It had completely vanished from the eastern United States and
eastern boreal Canada by the late s. After Canada had banned DDT use by and the United States
by , vigorous captive breeding and reintroduction programs were initiated in both countries.
Over the next 30 years, more than 6, captive progeny were released to the wild. North American
populations recovered completely, and since the peregrine has not been listed as endangered.

Peregrine falcon Article Media Additional Info. Print Cite verified Cite. While every effort has
been made to follow citation style rules, there may be some discrepancies. Please refer to the
appropriate style manual or other sources if you have any questions. Facebook Twitter. Give
Feedback External Websites. Let us know if you have suggestions to improve this article
requires login. External Websites. Articles from Britannica Encyclopedias for elementary and
high school students. See Article History. Alternative Titles: Falco peregrinus, duck hawk.
Peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus. Peregrine falcons Falco peregrinus reach tremendous
speedsâ€”up to km miles per hourâ€”before striking their prey, which includes ducks and a
wide variety of songbirds and shorebirds. Get a Britannica Premium subscription and gain
access to exclusive content. Subscribe Now. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:.
Concerted efforts of research and conservation are required to ensure the survival of rare
species. They mainly hunt other birds in flight. Because their pursuit of quarry can take them
over considerable distances, longwings are flown over open terrain, such as desert or
moorland, so the falconer can keep the falcon in sight. Species , in biology, classification
comprising related organisms that share common characteristics and are capable of
interbreeding. This biological species concept is widely used in biology and related fields of
study. There are more than 20 other different species concepts, however. Some examples
include the ecological species concept, which describes aâ€¦. History at your fingertips. Sign up
here to see what happened On This Day , every day in your inbox! Email address. By signing up,
you agree to our Privacy Notice. Be on the lookout for your Britannica newsletter to get trusted
stories delivered right to your inbox. When Jonah Falcon was in fifth grade, his class was
allowed to use the school swimming pool. Like many ten-year-olds, the boy was modest and
decided to change into his swimsuit in a bathroom stall. Locker-room noises ricocheted outside
as Jonah dropped his pants. Then, silence. At first, he wondered if everyone had run away. He
looked up and saw fingers wrapped over the top of his stall. Then more fingers. And eyes. His
classmates, as many as could wedge themselves around the perimeter of the stall, had hoisted
themselves up to peer at what Jonah had exposed. Jonah did not know it was unusual for a
ten-year-old boy to have an eight-inch penis. All he knew was that the silence and the staring
boys made him want to burst out of the stall and run away. Pinned inside the toilet stall, pants
scrunched around his ankles, he saw a new expression in the eyes of the boys. They looked,
Jonah thought, to be in the presence of God. The average adult penis, according to the Kinsey
Institute, measures just under six inches when erect. Most men â€” about eighty-seven percent
â€” are between five and seven inches. Alfred Kinsey found that the largest reported penis was
a bit more than nine inches erect. Tense your forearm. Now wrap your hand around the middle
of the muscle. A penis this size functions, physiologically, like any other, according to
urologists, a claim substantiated by Falcon. His balls are proportionately huge, each the size of
a grade-A jumbo egg. He feels the subway calling. He will need his full supply of gear to attend a
game of this consequence â€” glove, empty bag, yearbook and a pair of authentic Yankees
pinstripe pants two sizes too small. Falcon packs his penis to the left and buttons his pants.
The human brain needs several seconds to reconcile the sight. His dick stretches across his
pelvis and settles against his outer thigh. His balls, especially when he pushes them up as he
does today, look like the wide, oval eyes ascribed to Martians in popular drawings. Just one
block into the trip, Falcon approaches two nattily dressed Wall Street types hailing a cab. One
man elbows his friend frantically as Falcon passes. Both stare directly at his crotch as a dozen
taxis fly past. Falcon focuses on their faces â€” familiar expressions to him. It is the look men
get when they meet Michael Jordan or Keith Richards, the look of someone contemplating
something fundamentally more powerful than himself. I can do whatever I want. Falcon asks
that if I interview his mother, I do not speak to her about his penis. She interrupts. He was born
like that, and he was always big for his age. As an only child, Jonah shared a four-story house
in Brooklyn with cousins, aunts, uncles, grandparents and great-grandparents. Cardeli says that
the blond-haired, blue-eyed boy was reading by eighteen months, a claim his cousins
substantiate. When Jonah was six, his mother decided to find work and sent her son to Puerto
Rico to live with his grandmother. He stayed for three years and climbed avocado trees and
made water balloons and sobbed when his mother left after visiting. My past has so unaffected
me. But after that day in the locker room, he was treated with deference. Want to fuck him? So
Jonah, who was five foot zero, maybe ninety-eight pounds and mostly bald in the crotch, agreed
to meet this woman. Jonah had no clue what to do, but he knew that people had sex lying down,
so he lay on his back and waited. Holy shit! As he walks, Falcon shifts his baseball glove from
his left hand to under his right armpit, pivots so that he is facing a store window, pulls out the
elastic waistband of his skintight baseball pants with his right hand, then uses his left to lift the
penis back into its sideways position â€” it had drifted down his leg and was pointing
earthward. Look at people check me out. My bike pants are even more impressive. You should

see me in my bike pants. On his way to the subway station, Falcon passes maybe people. At
least half of them â€” housewives, merchants, businessmen, children â€” notice his penis.
Some avert their eyes and quicken their pace. Others openly gawk. One young woman circles in
front of Falcon for a second look, after which she seems horrified. Men ask about it. Some men
â€” usually straight ones â€” even ask to see it. If the mood strikes him, Falcon might honor the
request. Tonight, no one asks to see it. But Falcon cannot buy a subway token or purchase a
candy bar without causing a hushed pandemonium. Falcon wedges himself into the first
subway car bound for Yankee Stadium and grabs one of the overhead straps. Falcon hates
Boogie Nights. Most of all, Falcon hates that he had been writing his own screenplay about the
life of a guy with a huge penis, a better screenplay than Boogie Nights, one with real dialogue,
where the main character ends up with a life, a meaningful life. At age twelve, Jonah enrolled at
an East Harlem school for brainy kids. Teachers were astounded by his fine intellect, but they
were also struck by his awkward social skills. He could have taught my class. But he was a
strange kid. By fifteen, he had reached Sometimes he agreed, studying their facial reactions for
signs of amazement and wonder. He looked, he says, for signs that people liked him. I really
remember him being alone. By the time he had graduated from junior high school, Jonah was
thriving in the stratosphere of mathematics. But even there, his craving for attention and his
lack of social skills painted him as an outcast. He told no one at school about his secret and
thanked God that students were not required to strip for gym class. After school, he worked on
his computer, read science fiction and tracked his weekly penis growth. His grades began to
slip â€” 80, then 70, then But he never stopped measuring himself. One afternoon when he was
fifteen, two men approached him outside Bronx Science. Have you had sex yet? Would you be
interested in making some money? Then he went home and worked on his computer. Falcon is
in his element at Yankee Stadium. Armed with two hot dogs, a jumbo pretzel and a Diet Coke,
and with his bag safely over his groin, he begins a monologue â€” on baseball, life, baseball,
sex, baseball, acting and baseball â€” that will motor on until well after the final pitch. There are
a half-dozen independent conversations in progress around him in the cheap seats, and Falcon
manages to insert himself into each of them. Kids grin at his knowledge, and he grins back.
While his high school classmates tossed their caps at graduation and toasted to success at
Brown and MIT, Falcon vowed to follow his heart and become an actor. Or a writer. But first
there was the matter of baseball. For two years, Cardeli had saved up the tuition for the Rich
Martin All-Star Baseball Camp, where they both thought Jonah might take his first steps toward
becoming a Yankee. He made several spectacular fielding plays before camp let out. Falcon
enrolled in a state college to study theater. I will become an artist. While other aspiring artists
took classes and rehearsed, Jonah made nightclubs his audition hall. People noticed him.
Sweat pants gave way to skintight trousers and white bike shorts. He discovered the weight
room. For seven years, Falcon did little more than accumulate sex partners â€” 1, by the time he
was twenty-five, mostly women, he says. He swears he has never been a hustler. He eats frozen
dinners. Still, he seems to have benefactors. He is not above taking money for sex if offered. My
ego is bigger than my sexuality. His longest romantic relationship, with a woman, lasted a year.
His cousin, Ben Lewin, says Jonah is neither straight nor gay. By twenty-six, Falcon found
himself empty. In seven years, he had not established a single lasting romantic relationship. He
was forty pounds overweight. No one in the clubs seemed to mind. On some days, Falcon knew
that this was not the path of a man with unlimited potential. But no one has this. If all else fails,
at least I have this. Sex is different for a man with a His ejaculations, rather than flying
eruptions, are events of massive dribble. He has never been able to insert more than nine of his
Blow jobs hurt because at this width, teeth are inevitable. Falcon takes between fifteen and
thirty minutes to generate a full erection, but can perform at half-mast without a woman
realizing much difference. Men brave enough to ask Falcon about his penis often feel compelled
to tell him what they would do with such a gift. The riffs are all alike: The men would fuck every
girl in the country; walk around nude all the time; wear the skimpiest. Speed to the beach and
thrust their bulging package into the faces of tanning women. Because he is capable of plowing
and splitting, Falcon has learned to make love differently; in essence, to rely less on his penis.
When he was younger, he would push until he could penetrate no further, often hurting his
partner and ruining the mood. With experience, he says, he learned to use angles, massage
interiors, stroke rather than bang. He calls upon his mouth as much as his penis, sometimes
taking hours to kiss, lick, rub and masturbate his partner before his penis ever makes an
appearance. And it works. Just before turning twenty-seven, Falcon says he woke from the fog
of his life as a walking penis. He attended acting workshops, stood in line at auditions, knocked
down doors for roles as an extra. He became the author of countless online and print
computer-game reviews, for which he developed a sterling reputation for honesty and detail. He
trimmed down to pounds. None of what he dreams of, he says, will come by way of his penis.

He is not Dirk Diggler. Still, Falcon has yet to break through as a working actor. I want to be
taken seriously. Yet some who know Falcon question the contradiction between his
philosophies and his actions. He still wears those bike shorts. Jeff Gomez is a successful
developer of video games and a producer of short films. He is a man with serious
show-business connections, the kind of person Falcon ought to know. After meeting him online,
Gomez took a liking to the aspiring actor. He agreed to help Falcon and invited him to dinner
with his business partner. And he mentioned his dick size. Gomez e-mailed Falcon the next day,
expressing his disappointment and urging him to treat his craft professionally. He invited him to
a nightclub to meet several prominent movie directors. Falcon arrived in a tank top and
skintight silver pants. Gomez shuddered but made the introduction. It is past 11 P. Falcon packs
his pencil, score card and glove in his bag and heads back to the subway. Near midnight,
Falcon approaches the entrance to his Chelsea apartment building, the same home in the same
public-housing project he has lived in since boyhood. He still lives with his mother. The smell of
urine pervades the lobby, and chicken bones litter the floor. Upstairs, Falcon walks into a
corridor in which a color cardboard cutout of Jesus hangs. He slowly turns the key to his
apartment and enters. He creeps past his mother and grandmother, who have fallen asleep on
adjoining couches in front of a flickering TV. The apartment is cramped and narrow, with
damaged walls and weathered carpeting. As he opens the door, it is clear that the life of Jonah
Falcon is stuffed into this closet-size room â€” his projects and computer disks and books, his
twin-size bed and empty two-liter soda bottles, his letters from the Screen Actors Guild, his
dreams. There is almost no floor visible beneath the clutter. He looks at me, and it feels like he
sees my thoughts â€” this is not the room of a Bronx Science graduate; this is not the room of a
man with unlimited potential. He stops studying his statistics and steps toward me. He looks me
in the eye. Have you read my writing? You can look at me longer than that. Look at me. He turns
off the overhead light so that only a small desk lamp illuminates his body. The sound of a TV
infomercial wafts in from the other room. Falcon pushes down his baseball pants. As his penis
hangs there, its uncircumcised head reaching halfway down his leg, the failed dreams and
disappointments that wallpaper this room begin to disappear. Falcon knows the effect. He has
seen it before. He seizes the moment by grabbing the base of his penis with his left hand and
twirling the organ furiously, creating a blurry snake of skin and then a propeller sound, and
while his penis speeds around, Falcon looks as if nothing in the world could touch him. Even if
he had made the Yankees, there have been lots of Yankees. If all else fails, he has this. He takes
a breath, then claps my shoulder and says good night. Newswire Powered by. Close the menu.
Rolling Stone. Log In. To help keep your account secure, please log-in again. You are no longer
onsite at your organization. Please log in. For assistance, contact your corporate administrator.
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Created with Sketch. Plus Created with Sketch. I'm not entirely sure if the original poster was
the pilot of the deck as there's no description to the deck. The deck is analysed as posted,
although I do feel there's room for improvement. This is probably one of the least tricky FAT
Vehicle decks currently available. It's " simple ", gravitates around an aggro-engine of pure
ranged damage with a splash of Indirect , feels very susceptible to removal, but when they hit,
and they do more often than not, it HURTS! A LOT! Use Theed Royal Palace to gain a resource
and Armored Reinforcement to tutor for your Millennium Falcon , put mod upgrades on it and
go to town. The worst for this deck is resource disruption and massive hand discards. The way
to avoid this is to go fast , but going fast also means taking chances and be on the wrong side
of chance means You might also be interested in reading our article on mod upgrades to
supplement this article!! I've been there! On a positive note, and you do have some things going
for you, you have decent character dice , three respectable damage sides on each character and
an AMAZING ability on Biggs Darklighter , which might actually be enough to put pressure on
your opponent's mitigation suite to cover over your weaknesses. This is normally not the route
I'd want to go with a FAT Vehicle deck where a beefy character line-up is considered your
safeguard against the dark side of variance and a war of attrition normally benefiting you more
than your opponent! This deck is almost the anti-thesis of a vehicle deck. It looks like and plays
like an aggro deck. Your FAT Falcon is your third character , but has 0 health. Han Solo's die is
good and his Special incredible! Dealing two Indirect damage AND revealing a hero card to gain
a resource If you don't start with your own Battlefield , activate Han first and if you hit either a
Special or a Resource side, resolve and fetch your Millenium Falcon - Game On! It's the
Millennium Falco n. That's your primary game plan! It's, honestly, your only game plan. Sure,
we'll talk about the " guns a blazing " plan later, but in all sincerity. Go with the Falcon. If you
put energy into getting it out - and you should - and you lose it, you are set to lose the game!
Which is why I'm pretty surprised not to see a Shield Generator in the deck. Having that extra
protection feels good. People are starting to tech against vehicles , for good reasons, and it

hurts losing your prized investment. That leaves you very prone to bad rolls, but when you roll
nuts, you can destroy anything! See where this is going?! Remember that Armored
Reinforcement can pick up a card from your Discard Pile as well, so you can even use the
Millenium Falcon to discard to reroll , if it's in your starting hand, to optimise your dice. The
Millenium Falcon should reliably be able to put out 6 damage per round, capping at 14 damage if
armed with two Triple Laser Turrets and using a Dorsal Turret twice in a round 6 Ranged
damage and 8 Indirect damage. That requires several major miracles , but isn't that what dreams
are made of? Which is not bad all considered. You'd rather not have to start rerolls these, so
finding a way to pay for it while also retaining resources for mitigation is far preferable. Han's
Special allows you to deal damage and simultaneously gain resources as long as you have a
Hero card in hand you have 18 in your deck with 14 of them being events , while Theed Royal
Palace can give you a resource and an additional action. Amazing synergy and Theed is easily
becoming one of the most popular Battlefields in Across the Galaxy. Unfortunately you dice are
pretty mediocre for the initiative roll-off. This is on one hand the most thematic include in the
deck I mean, the Falcon hyperspace jumping out of trouble While also being an extremely
counter intuitive inclusion in a FAT vehicle deck. It's primarily because it's not really a vehicle
deck. You are a deceptively fast deck and can always activate both your characters and the
Falcon in a single swift action, but gain Ambush with Hit and Run , resolve dice, then next turn
Hyperspace or Retreat to end the round. It's definitely an interesting approach, and whether or
not consistent for the competitive scene , I can see how it will pique an interest from aggressive
players wanting to try out a deck where some of your guns are replaced by a big ass support. It
makes your Falcon less vulnerable and your characters more dangerous! It can be overwritten
with a Second Chance when needed and adds a serious bite to his dice and synergise
beautifully with both the Millenium Falcon and Biggs Darklighter. Biggs Darklighter might be
easier to kill, but his ability is quite valuable since it makes the Falcon much more reliable, and
Han with a gun the size of a Rocket Launcher might just be too juicy to pass on. Fighting
through a Second Chance though can be a mountain to climb! It's the combination of the above
that makes this deck tick-tock, and there's still plenty of room for f
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ailure. You cannot really afford to discard too many cards to reroll because it slows you down,
and the slower you become the more vulnerable you'll be. The ability to remove any die sides
apart from a die showing damage cannot be underestimated in the current meta. It's incredibly
strong against a vast range of support characters and vehicles. AND it cost 0 resources! If the
deck had better resource generation, I'd be inclined to go with Entangle , because I feel players
are getting too good at playing around Easy Pickings , but it's simply too expensive in this
deck. I'm pretty confident I'd go two Pinned Down though. Just take it if you win the initiative
roll-off. Use it immediately to gain a resource , spot Han , take an additional action and bring the
Falcon into play If you can reliably play the Falcon and slap a mod upgrade on it round 1 you
are looking to take the lead in the game. Rebel Assault is my favorite mitigation in the first
round. It takes care of a plethora of dice!

